
 

CRIMSON Green 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
Crimson Green is a water‐based formula that cleans floors, engines, vehicles, metals, plastics, rubber, vinyl, hoses, 

gaskets, and parts. Rinses residue‐free. Crimson Green is stable, not flammable, and will not burn. Crimson Green is 

nonreactive and stable, even under fire conditions, and will not react with water or oxidizers. Hazardous polymerization 

will not occur. No special precautions are required. This product is non‐ hazardous for storage and transport according 

to the U.S. Department of Transportation Regulations.  

 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 
 Detection: Translucent clear liquid with faint, detergent-like odor 

 Specific Gravity: 1.01-1.04 

 Water content: >70% 

 Boiling Point: <100°C (>212°F) 

 Freezing Point: ca. 0°C 

 Water Solubility: 100% 

 

TYPICAL DILUTIONS: 
***RATIO = parts Extreme to parts Water*** 

 1:1 = Heavy cleaning/degreasing, aircraft leading edges, belly oil, soak‐removal of gasket adhesive  

 1:3 = Parts washing, heavily soiled concrete, tool cleanup. 1:5 = Engine degreasing  

 1:13 = General hand‐wash of equipment, maintenance cleaning of floors, tools  

 1:30 to 1:60 = Pressure washing (dilution from nozzle) of heavy soils (1:30) or light (1:50) 

 1:125 = Cleaning of glass, mirror, chrome, Plexiglas (hand wash, polish dry) 

 

FIRST AID:   
If Inhaled: If adverse effect occurs, move to fresh air.  

If on skin: If adverse effect occurs, rinse skin with water.  

If in eyes: Flush with plenty of water. After 5 minutes of flushing, remove contact lenses, if present.  

Continue flushing for at least 10 more minutes. If irritation persists seek medical attention.  

If ingested: Drink plenty of water to dilute.  

 

***Chemical Distributors, Inc. ships Crimson Green in 55 gallon PE drums or 275 gallon totes. Crimson Green is 

not regulated as a hazardous material by the Department of Transportation*** 

  

 

***For more detail about product handling & safety info, please refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet*** 


